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Jacob’s Ladder Sample Questions and Stems
(Various Question stems from Stambaugh & Van Tassel-Baska, 2011)
Ladder A
Implications/Consequences
- What would be the consequences
if….?
- What would have happened if the
crow had kept putting his beak in the
pitcher? Flown away? Broken the
pitcher? Waited for rain?
- What are the implications of____?
- What were the consequences of…?
Do you think ___ would have____
if___? Why or why not?
- What were the implications of
gender on Marie’s accomplishments?
Cause-Effect
- What is the effect of__on__?
- What are three effects of___?
- What are the causes of___?
- Explain three causes of___”
- What caused the water to reach the
crow? What overall effect did it have
on the crow?
- What caused the major conflict?
How does it impact (the rest of the
story/future events)?
Sequencing
- Describe, in order the steps….
- What steps did the crow use to get
the water? List them in order.
- What would have happened if…
- Provide a timeline of major
events…What do you see as the three
most important events?
- It is said that one success leads to
another. How is this illustrated in
the life of____? Sequence the series
of positive events.
- What are the major sections of the
text? List them and describe the
major points in each.

4

Ladder B
Generalizations
- What generalizations can you make
about concept based on your list?
(concept= independence, truth,
conformity, etc.)
- Write at least three generalizations
about the role of language in
establishing the mood, tone,
and/or theme of the poem.
- What generalizations can you make
about ___’s role in the
development of___?
- Write two generalizations about
sunsets.
Classifications
- Classify your list into categories. Do
not include an “other” category.
- Classify these words into categories.
- How would you classify _____’s
contributions?
- Classify the problems into
categories…
- What patterns do you notice in
your list?
Details
- List the ways in which the author
thinks that American should exert
her independence.
- Think about all the words the
author uses to describe the setting.
List them.
- List the details that show
how____(Person) contributed
to____.
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Jacob’s Ladder Sample Questions and Stems
(Various Question stems from Stambaugh & Van Tassel-Baska, 2011)
Ladder C
Theme/Concept
- How does the text exemplify the theme of
conformity vs. individuality?
- If you were to write an epitaph for ___ to be
placed on his/her tombstone, what would it
be?
- The concept of guilt is never explicitly
mentioned in the story, yet it is central to the
story. Describe how Poe uses the concept of
guilt.
- What is the overall theme of this selection?
Write a new title that better represents the
theme.
- Create a motto for the Assyrian Empire,
alluding to the concept of power.
- What is the theme? How would the theme be
different if the story were told from a different
point of view?
- What does ____”s speech reveal about the
concept of liberty?
Inference
- What can you infer about___ based on the
evidence regarding/about….
- What inferences can you make about __
motives?
- What inferences can you draw from __
- What evidence do we have that the nightingale
will not survive?
- What inferences can you make about the
importance of agriculture on civilization?
(consider labor, hierarchy of leadership, land,
religion, and art).
Literary Elements/Characterization
- Why has the Assyrian Empire been characterized
as a society that uses fear to maintain its empire?
- Would you characterize___ as a hero? Use details
to support your answer.
- What were Marie Curie’s strongest characteristics?
How did these traits help her to be a successful
scientist?
- What words and phrases does the author use to
describe the setting? What effect does this
have on the reader? 0n the characters?

Ladder D
Creative Synthesis
- Pretend you are an interested party
from the audience who has just
heard _____’s speech. How would
you react to the message? Create a
reaction form a different
stakeholder’s perspective.
- Create a fable containing two
characters and a situation that
shows a similar moral.
- Create a poem or picture about one
scene in the story. Why did you
select the scene you did?
- Create a metaphor that represents
Margaret’s life. It may be an object
or a concept. Explain why you have
chosen your representation.
- Create a short story that depicts a
character like Poe’s in respect to his
not being able to conceal his crime.
Summarize
- In three sentences or less,
summarize the message Lincoln is
trying to convey to the people.
- Summarize the story from ___ point
of view.
- Summarize the meaning of
___(symbol) in the story.
- Summarize the importance of the
Nile for ancient Egyptian
civilizations.
Paraphrase
- In your own words, paraphrase
____’s statement, “….”
- Paraphrase the meaning of the first
paragraph… How does it set the
stage for what follows?
- What is meant by “……”?
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Ladder E

Ladder F

Using Emotion
- How do thoughts and feelings mingle in this
poem?
- How do companies use the concept of beauty
or lack thereof to sell products? Write a
persuasive essay that conveys your thoughts
and feelings on using beauty as a tool for sales
and use evidence to support your ideas.
- Analyze the use of emotion in the speech.
Create a table with phrases in the speech and
the emotions evoked to illustrate how
emotions are used to evoke action. Then write
a statement about how emotional arguments
can be used.
- Are speeches or poems a better way to convey
emotion and express a point? Justify your
thinking using one or the other.
Expressing Emotion
- Many people like to holiday or live near water.
Water becomes an emotional force. Express in
your own words the power water has to affect
your emotions and mood.
- Create a charm bracelet that symbolizes your
idea of beauty. How do your symbols compare
to others? Societal norms? The story?
- Express your outrage about an injustice in
which you feel deeply by writing a journal
entry. How does writing about your feelings
affect you?
- What emotions does each author want his
readers to acknowledge? How do the poem
and speech differ in their expressions of
emotion?
Understanding Emotion
- What are characteristics of water that affect mood
according to Yeats and want people to live near it?
How does he evoke the emotional pull of water in
the poem?
- How does de Maupassant use humor to convey his
ideas about beauty?
- The author uses strong language to denounce the
issue of _____. How does he appeal to human
emotion? How does this make you want to
respond?
- Compare the poem and speech. What words or
pleas did each use to evoke emotion?

Reflecting
- The role of mentors in the development
of talent are important. How have
mentors influenced your life or not?
How did mentorship support _______?
- What do you see as the advantages and
disadvantages of Dickinson’s life? How
do these compare to yours?

Monitoring and Assessing
- _____’s accomplishments were
extraordinary and highly rewarded.
What are appropriate markers to strive
for in a scientific career?
- How will you assess your successes and
failures in life? What criteria will use?
How does these compare to X?

Planning and Goal Setting
- Based on X’s life, what advice you give
to young women who want to go into a
male dominated field?
- Some people have harshly judged
Dickinson as living a failed life because
she never graduated from college, never
married, and never left her home.
What are your views? How will you
plan your life choices in 5, 10, 15, and
20 years? How do you define success?
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